ITG Execution Management Systems

HIGHLIGHTS
Access to POSIT® liquidity
Global broker-neutral
connectivity
Pre-trade, intra-day, and
post-trade analytics
Single stock and list-based
equity trading
Integrated equity derivative
trading

REGIONS AVAILABLE
Asia Pacific
Canada
Europe
United States

Triton®
Shrink the world to expand
your opportunities
Imagine trading the way you want, across
the world, knowing you’re achieving the
best possible execution every time.
Triton®—the global execution management system from ITG—gives you the
ability to determine the right strategy to
efficiently locate quality liquidity, whether
you’re trading equities, derivatives, single
stocks, or lists.*
Triton connects you directly to brokers
around the world and provides easyto-use tools to help you achieve best
execution. By helping you locate large
Insightful Level II data

blocks of liquidity in multiple global
markets simultaneously, Triton removes
international roadblocks that once
interfered with certain trading strategies.
So no matter where or how you choose to
trade, you can maintain your strategy and
process your executions with efficiency
and speed.
Triton’s simple interface is customizable
and intuitive. As Triton is broker neutral,
you have complete freedom to use ITG’s
tools—including capabilities that can help
you access quality liquidity, trade efficiently, and measure costs to boost
performance—as well as those from
other brokers.
KNOW HOW YOUR TRADE WILL EXECUTE
BEFORE YOU BEGIN

CONTACT
Asia Pacific +852.2846.3500
Canada +1.416.874.0900
EMEA +44.207.670.4000
United States +1.212.588.4000
info@itg.com
www.itg.com

View available global liquidity across exchanges as well
as the full depth of books from ECNs and MTFs.

Take advantage of the market-leading
pre-trade and real-time analytics from
ITG Smart Trading Analytics, or import
analytics from other providers. View
estimated pre-trade costs and receive
alerts when market conditions change.
Conduct “what if” analyses using various
benchmarks. Use ITG Smart Trading
Analytics to help identify daily outliers,
analyze the implications of different
execution strategies, and suggest
efficient execution methods. Pre-trade
cost estimates identify the optimal
balance between market impact and
opportunity costs.
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A TRITON FOR EVERY TRADER
The industry’s leading brokerneutral, multi-asset EMS
trades the way you do.
¬¬ Triton® For global multiasset portfolio trading
¬¬ Triton® Black For active
single-stock and options
trading
¬¬ Triton® Derivatives For low
latency derivatives trading
via GUI or API

ACCESS GLOBAL LIQUIDITY

ACTIVELY TRADE SINGLE STOCKS

Trade freely with preferred brokers and
their algorithms. Take advantage of
POSIT Alert® for indications-based
crossing, ITG Algorithms® and the
aggregated dark liquidity of POSIT
Marketplace®. Expand connectivity to
more than 450 global brokers through
the ITG Net® communications network.

View available global liquidity across
exchanges, and access the full depth of
books from ECNs and MTFs. Set “hot” keys
and use dynamic charts to monitor
real-time trade progress.
High-quality block crossing

TRADE EQUITIES AND THEIR
DERIVATIVES
Simultaneously trade equities and equity
derivatives*, with order entry and monitoring screens tailored to the nuances of
each instrument. Hedge your bets or
execute advanced trading strategies.
MANAGE LISTS EFFICIENTLY
Streamline basket trading by grouping,
viewing, and aggregating entries and lists.
Trade one name across multiple lists as a
single entry and apply one average price.
Share lists with other desks or pass
next-day orders to regional desks.
You can choose to create trade lists on
the fly, let Triton sweep your OMS, use
the import wizard, or load lists with a
customized script.

POSIT Alert® automatically delivers block crossing
opportunities to your Triton desktop. Interact directly
with buyside blotter liquidity as well as order flow in
POSIT®, MATCH NowSM and ITG Algorithms®.

Intuitive customization

Set your work space the way you want it: slice and dice list views, position windows and toolbars anywhere,
conditionally color code fields, create your own formula columns, monitor performance across multiple
benchmarks, see or take over other traders’ lists, and much more.
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INDUSTRY RECOGNITION AND
LEADERSHIP POSITION
Since 2003, Triton has set the
industry standard in execution
management:
2014 Best Equities Trading
Platform-Broker—
Wall Street Letter
2013/2011 Best Execution
Management System—Asian
Investor Service Provider Awards
2012 Best Global Deployment—
American Financial technology
Awards
2011 #1 EMS Among Long-only
Asset Managers—TABB Group
2011 Best EMS—Forefactor Inc.,
Canada
2011/2010 Buyside Trading
System of the Year—The Asian
Banker Markets & Exchanges
Awards

CHECK COSTS IN REAL-TIME

TRADE THE WAY YOU WANT

The Smart Destination Analyzer (part of
ITG Smart Trading Analytics, embedded
in Triton) reveals historical TCA-based
destination performance at the point of
trade. Subject to order specific values
and dynamic intraday stock-specific
volume and volatility measures, costbased performance results are pulled
from the industry-leading ITG Peer
Universe.

Using Triton’s best-in-class technology,
you can link to other trading systems
and integrate Triton with external
applications and proprietary algorithms.
Triton’s open architecture and Application
Protocol Interface allows for virtually
unlimited customization.

MONITOR INTERNAL ACTIVITY
View all trading activity across multiple
users from any desktop. Group lists by
various identifiers, assign orders and
portfolios, share real-time trade reports,
and take over orders from other traders.
MAKE SMARTER TRADE DECISIONS
Triton runs ITG Smart Trading Analytics
to uncover expected costs and risks
across multiple trading strategies
before you trade. This unique, intraday analysis allows you to act upon
real-time information so you can
easily adjust your trading decisions
as market conditions change.

ANALYZE TRANSACTION COSTS
Use ITG TCA® to run post-trade
transaction cost analysis or assess
trading performance and implicit
costs. Choose from a wide selection
of standard and customized reports.
DEVELOP INFORMED STRATEGIES
Take the guesswork out of strategy
selection with input from ITG TCA. Our
experienced trading strategy specialists
will help you interpret trading results,
so you can proactively adjust your
strategies to improve performance.

Integrated ITG Smart Trading Analytics

a

2010/2009 #1 Important
Execution Management System
for Electronic Trades—
Greenwich Associates
Determine whether current trade conditions are
favorable. Smart Market Indicators classify current
market conditions with respect to historic norms.

Smart Destination Analyzer reveals recent performance
results by algo strategy and broker for orders similar to
those in your blotter, informing your trading strategy
decisions based real-time market conditions and
historical outcomes.

Track performance when it matters, in real-time.
Analyze a single name or an entire tradelist against a
variety of benchmarks.
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REDUCE CLEARING COSTS

ABOUT ITG

Keeping a check on all costs in the
investment process is important to
preserving alpha. ITG Single Ticket
Clearing Service helps you reduce
clearing costs by consolidating
trade tickets.

ITG is an independent execution and
research broker that partners with global
portfolio managers and traders to
provide unique data-driven insights
throughout the investment process.
From investment decision through
settlement, ITG helps clients understand
market trends, improve performance,
mitigate risk, and navigate increasingly
complex markets. ITG is headquartered
in New York with offices in North America,
Europe, and Asia Pacific.

WITH ITG, SEE WHAT OTHERS CANNOT
RELATED SOLUTIONS
ITG Algorithms®
ITG Smart Trading Analytics
ITG TCA®
POSIT Alert®
POSIT Marketplace®
Triton® Black
Triton® Derivatives

We help you preserve alpha in today’s
complex markets, with:
¬¬ Independent execution consulting
and fact-based guidance
ITG’s deep trading expertise across
the globe can help you optimize
workflows, align execution strategies,
and analyze transaction costs
¬¬ Fully transparent execution
ITG Algorithms® provide complete
transparency on the execution quality
of each trade
¬¬ Protection against adverse selection
Not only do ITG Algorithms offer
superior access to the rich liquidity in
POSIT, they also provide anti-gaming
protection through ITG’s proprietary
Liquidity Filter.*

*Not all features or asset classes available in all regions. Please consult your account executive for further details.
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These materials are for informational purposes only, and are not intended to be used for trading or investment purposes or as an offer to sell
or the solicitation of an offer to buy any security or financial product. The information contained herein has been taken from trade and
statistical services and other sources we deem reliable but we do not represent that such information is accurate or complete and it should
not be relied upon as such. No guarantee or warranty is made as to the reasonableness of the assumptions or the accuracy of the models or
market data used by ITG or the actual results that may be achieved. These materials do not provide any form of advice (investment, tax or
legal). ITG Inc. is not a registered investment adviser and does not provide investment advice or recommendations to buy or sell securities,
to hire any investment adviser or to pursue any investment or trading strategy. The screen shots provided herein contain sample data and
represent hypothetical examples of certain products available from ITG. All functionality described herein is subject to change without notice.
Broker-dealer products and services are offered by: in the U.S., ITG Inc., member FINRA, SIPC; in Canada, ITG Canada Corp., member Canadian
Investor Protection Fund (“CIPF”) and Investment Industry Regulatory Organization of Canada (“IIROC”); in Europe, Investment Technology
Group Limited, registered in Ireland No. 283940 (“ITGL”) and/or Investment Technology Group Europe Limited, registered in Ireland No.
283939 (“ITGEL”) (the registered office of ITGL and ITGEL is Block A, Georges Quay, Dublin 2, Ireland). ITGL and ITGEL are authorised and
regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland; in Asia, ITG Hong Kong Limited (SFC License No. AHD810), ITG Singapore Pte Limited (CMS Licence
No. 100138-1), and ITG Australia Limited (AFS License No. 219582). All of the above entities are subsidiaries of Investment Technology
Group, Inc. MATCH NowSM is a product offering of TriAct Canada Marketplace LP (“TriAct”), member CIPF and IIROC. TriAct is a wholly owned
subsidiary of ITG Canada Corp.

